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CHAPTn I 
INTRODVCTIOW . 
A. Historical Perspective 
In Viet Nm th• period between 1946 and 1954 wa• aarked by French 
efforts to keep the country f1'0lll coming under the political control of the 
Communi•t forces from North Viet Naa. 1 Then in 1954 the French met a final 
and cru•hing military defeat at Dien Bien Phu, vhich ended French involve-
aent in the affair• of Viet Naa. 
But Pre•ident Diem of South Viet Nam realized that hie country could 
not singlehandedly fight .the Comnunist forces without aid from another 
country. The United States had been asai•ting the French and the South 
Vietnamese f orcea for several year• with logiatical •upport. In 1965 
President Dwight D. Ei•enhower began to give direct politico-military aid 
to South Viet H .. , at the requeet of Diem. Thia aid vae in the form• of 
material and military advi••r• who were trained in unconventional and 
counterinaurgency warfare, but vera not themselves to be combatants. Thia 
limited aid continued throughout the remainder of Eisenhaver'• administration 
and through that of John F. Kennedy. 
Undft the Presidential administration of Lyndon B. Johnson, first 
one and then tvo u. s. Navy destroyers were allegedly attacked by North 
lHarry s. Ashmore and William c. Baggs. Mission to Hanoi. (New 
York: G. P. Putnam's Sona, 1968), p. 208. 
l-
Vietnamese torpedo boata. Preeident Johnson, with the concurrence of the 
Congrue then paaeed the Tonkin Gulf Reeolution which vu to ••rv• aa an 
unofficial declaration of var agaiu.t the North Vietnameae COlllllunists. 
Prom 1965 to 1968 the United Statea bad, at the height of the 
fighting, coanitted approximately 500,000 active ailitary peraonnel to 
fighting md military support in the country South Viet N-. 
2 
Thia period saw many major military efforts on the part of both 
sides; resulting in such now famoua, or infamoua, namea a• Hamburger Hill, 
Tet, Hue, and ao on. But, saae people thought that we vere and are fighting 
a var that cannot be won. Our B-52 Air Poree strategic bombers have apparently 
had no noticeable effect on .the fighting ability of the en•y, except to 
datroy the countryside. which aervea as his hiding place. Our Marine and 
Army infantrymen have apparently not yet killed enough of the enemy to keep 
him from returning. Our "body count" of the "enemy" baa come to include 
anyone killed. without regard a• to whether or not he or she was. in fact ~ 
the enemy. In abort, then, v• have apparently made no noticeable progress 
toward deatt:oying, or at leaat undermining, the fighting ability or the 
morale of the Horth Vietnameae forcea. 
In 1969 Richard M. Nixon became yet another President to be plagued 
by the war. In 1970 he ordered .the :incursion of the u. s. - South Vietnamese 
allied forcaa into the "Fishhook" region of Caabodia to captur.e and/or to 
destroy a major en•y coanand post. The coamand post vaa never found. In 
1971 the South Vietnmeae forces, with the aid of u. s. air support, incurred 
into the Plain of Jars region of Laos, which ended in a disastrous defeat 
and military retreat on the part of the South Vietnaaese. 
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Moat recently Preaident Nixon h .. ordered the mining of Haiphong 
and other coaatal barb~•. u well u inland ntervay• in an attempt to keep 
military auppli•• f~oa being imported iuto North Viet N•. He baa alao 
ordered the reamed bombing of both aajor and ainor, u well u quaai-, 
military taqeta throughout North Viet Nam. Th••• actiolUI were apparently 
in reaction to the March, 1972 ujor offe1U1ive by the North Vietnameae, 
which ia the 1972 equivalnt of th• 1968 T•t of fe1U1ive. 
But thi• offe1U1ive 1• different froaa the 0118 that Oc:curred in 1968. 
The North Vi•tnall••• forcu are uatsaa conventional warfare tactics, eapecially 
in their uaqe of amored tab. Vo Nauyen Giap, the North Vi•tna••• 
military coaunder, baa eqiueered a aaater plan to take over the Northeru 
province• of South Viet N•, duianed to achieve both aoral• destroying 
and military victori••· 
Whether or not th• South Vi•tnaae•• Army, numbering approximately 
1,000,000 ma can nrviv• thi• offe1U1tve in light of u. s. military vith-
drawal, i• apeculativ•. The South Viet1unH•e force• have had the advice 
~d the aupport of our nation for many yeara, and, it ••••, that they 
can do very little betwr ~.than they were able to do in the 1950'a 
and th• 1960'•• . 
At thi• point in tiae one aight wonder vb)' ve u a nation have 
2 
c01Ditted aany bil~ona of dollar• and approximately 48,000 1Hn dud, 
many more tbouaaoda vounded 1 and 1,618 prieonare of war (POV'•) and/or 
miaeing in action (MIA••) to thia var. 3 
2Thie figure varies with •ourcea. but 48,000-49,000 dud •eema 
to be the moat conai•tent figure. 
3Peter J. Ognibene, "Politics and POW'a." Nev Republic. Volm• 166 
Number 2,, June 3. 1972. p. 17. 
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A history of A9ia, and Southeast Aaia in particular, will show that 
there ha9 been a conetant downward mov•ent of Northern ·people: into the 
rich, fertile h•artlaad of the Southeaat. !ut, 11ore recently there ha• 
been infected into ~bi• •ov••nt conflicting political ideologie• and the 
expanding need for natural r••ource•. The political ideology conflict i• 
between the Cid.nee• form of Comnnmin and our ovn concept of Democratic 
R.epublicallin i11poaed on the South Vietnaeee. Each •ide vanta to have, 
esplicttl'y or implicitly, contTol· over the countrie• of Southeaat Aaia. 
The People's Republic of China do•• not have enough fertile area• 
to produce crop• to wpport ita population· of approximately 800,000,000 
people. Southeut Asia; 'Oil the other hand, i• rich in rice crop production 
ancl pro41uction potential. Southeaat Asia i• alao abundantly eupplied with 
other natural rieeource1 Which include oil, ferroue metala, and perhapa 
mo•t importantly, nuclear materials. It ta the 'f••earchtt'• contention 
that the poU ti cal ideology conf 11.ct between eo..untn and Democratic 
Republteaatn ts of secondary iJ11>ortance to· the real atruggle for bountiful 
re.ourcea accorded to the victor of Southeaat A9ia. But this i• •peculation. 
our Pederal goverment(e) baa fl\ave) given we the people many reuona 
aa:· to vby ve haYe ltffn f.wolvecl in Vietnamese affairs. our ailitary •trength 
then baa be•·· redaeed frOll :lb approximate peak of 500,000 men to ita current 
1 ... 1 of 62.400 aen in Viet "R'aim, 45,000 11en in '11lailand, and 41,000 men in 
th• ·Seventh 11.eet,4 all under t~e adlliniatration of Preaident Nixon. Whether 
or not the var effert will continue 011 our part to be de-eaca1ated in favor 
4The lditon. ''Making It Work." Nev Republic. Volume 166, N\llber 24, 
June 10, 1972, p. 7. 
of Vietnatiation, or whether or not ve will become re-obligated to 
continue the var, is; again, epeculative. The fact r•aine however 
that U. s. Military foraee are •till actively involved in effort• to 
stop the 1972 offeMive. 
s 
The tact al•o remai1l9 that 1972 is the year tor a u. S. Presidential 
election. R.ichard M. Nixon i• the incumbent President who will run for a 
••cond term. He ha• reduced our troop strength in Soutbeaat Asia; he is 
negotiating the Paria peace talka; and he ia attempting to fulfill his 
1968 campaign promiee to end our iwol•••nt in Vietname•e affairs. His 
opponent is the Democratic Party Preeidential nominee George S. McGovern. 
McGovern voted for the Tonkin Gulf R.eeolution, but later proved to 
be a "dove" toward the var. Since he is not in the position of ultimate 
power in this country it is easy for him to speak out against th~ current 
administration's efforts to make a meaningful and luting peace in Viet Nam. 
In effect then, we have a choice of two men for the Presidency; 
each of whoa deeire to end the var. Yet the war continues, and threatens 
to continue. 
Since tbie i• a Pr .. idential election year the researcher feels that 
in order to make a rational political deci•ion regarding the war and the 
candidates the populace would, hopefully, make a concerned effort to find 
out what baa happened in Viet Nam in terma of the hietory of the war. This 
stems from the domain assumption that the more one knows about a situation 
of a set of circlmlstancea, the better one'a appraisal of it will be. 
B. Statement ..!?! the Problem 
The overall purpose of this research is an attempt through a one-
shot survey questionnaire to determine if there are any significant 
6 
differencea in personal background characteristics of the respondents 
to account for their different degree• of involvanent in their attitude 
syatem directed toward th• war in Viet Nam. 
Before one can proceed with thia aapect of the research ve must 
firat determine what is an attitude and of vhat ia composed. 
There are many definitions of attitudu. The one found most useful 
for this r••earch was offered by Harold Proehanaky and Bernard Seidenberg. 
Their definition ia as followsa 
An attitude is a complex tftdacy ef the person to reapond 
consistently in a favorable or unfavorable way to social 
objects in his environment. The exiatence of an attitude 
is iuferred from the individual's behavior on the basis of 
how he reacts toward or what- he saye about the attitudinal 
object or referrent.S 
Further. 
Perhaps the most striking aspect of an attitude is ita 
evaluative character. · The peraon is 'for' or 'againat' 
something. and the individuals may be diatinguiahed not 
only in terma of what aide of the evaluative dimension 
they are on. but also with respect to the degree to which 
they are favorably or unfavorably dispoaed.6 
Human beinga are in a conatant atate of action-reaction to objects 
or other person.a in their social and physical enviro1nenta. How they react 
toward th••• objects is, in part, determined by their predispositions. or 
attitudes, toward them. 
In an attitudinal survey auch aa thia, we muat also determine of 
what an attitude is compoaed, because an attitude ia not an abatract concept 
Snarold ProshaD8ky and Bernard Seidenberg (editors). Basis Studies 
in Social Psychology. (New York: Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, 1965), p. 97. 
6Ibid, p. 98. 
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exiating in limbo. Rather, an attitude i• definable and identifiable 
in t•l'll• of it• three component•. thua forming an attitude •Y•tem. 
The first component of an attitude i• the cognitive component, 
which conaiats of the beliefs the individual holds about the object. In 
this component the individual ha• belief• about the attributu or the 
qualities of 'the object, which are. in part. determined by the individual 'a 
knowledge about the object. 
The •econd component of the attitude eyetem conaiata of the 
individual's feeling• or affect toward the object. It is this component 
that can be measured in terms of its element•, toward the object on the 
buia of a teat "score." The "score" reflect the degree and the direction 
(valence) of the attitude. 
The third and final COllponent of an attitude system consiat••of the 
action or the overt behavior directed ·toward the object • . The individual 
acts toward the object on the ba•i• of hi• cognitive and affectivt.1•l•enta 
7 toward the object. 
We auat also be concerned with the sources of an individual'• 
attitude toward the object. The research•~ will, therefore. briefly 
discuss eeveral possible bases for attitudes. 
The fiTst poa•ible baaia of the deTelopment of an attitude i• want 
eatiefaction. 8 Attitudes are here developed in terms of ·the eatisfaction 
of •pacific wants or goale. Thua • a per•on may develop a favorable 
attitude toward an attained goal, arul/or an unfavorable attitude toward 
7David Kretch, Riahard s. Crutchfield , and Egerton L. Ballachey, 
Individual in Society. (New York : McGraw Hill Book Co., 1962), p. 181. 
8Ibid, p. 191. 
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an unattained goal. In search for the baeie(ea) of an individual'• 
attitude toward the war want satisfaction might not be conaidered as a 
baei•, except, possibly, a• a latent result from an individual'• effO'rt(a) 
to understand more about the war. 
A second po•aible basis for attitudes in general might be personal 
experience with the object. Here the individual would learn about the 
object in question through fiT•t-hand experience. In the case of the var 
in Viet Nam this might be of particular importance regarding veterall8 who 
have served there. 
A third possible baei• for the development of an attitude might be 
group affiliation.9 
Many of the attitudes of the individual hoe their •ourcea 
and their support in the groups to which the individual gives 
allegiance. Hie attitudes tend to reflect the belief•• valuu, 
and norms of hie group. And to maintain his attitudes, the 
individual 111U8t have the support of lilte-11inded peraou.10 
No individual exiata in society 'vithout belonging to any aocial 
group. The amallest group to which the individual belongs is the primary 
group, consisting of face-to-face relatioll8hips. The vay a person behaves 
in primary groups i• determined by the beliefs, values and the norms held 
by the groups. 
Same investigator• believe that the primary group, especially 
the family, i• a major determinant in attitude development. For example, 
in etudies by Bernard Bereleon, Paul P. Lazarsfeld, and w. N. McPhee (1954) 
9Ibid, p. 181. 
lOibid. 
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and by Paul F. Laursfeld, Bernard Berel•on·, and H. Gaudet (1944) they 
found that three-fourtha of their •tudy panel m•bera voted for the same 
political party u di.d their fathera. 11 Thi• may not indicate agre•ent by 
father and off•prlng on all upecte of the election iaauea, but, at least, 
it indicatea a sharing of the aame general or overall frames of reference, 
or attitudea. 
PrillMlry groups generally have a relatively homogeneoua attitude and 
belief ay•t•, which is . determined in four ways. First, conformity to group 
attitudes is induced by group pr .. aure. Second, groups •eek out potential 
members with attitudes congenial to the utablished attitude eyatem. Third, 
members of primary groupa are expoaecl to the aaae aourcea of infomation. 
Finally, the individual voluntarily taku on the attitude eyet• of the group 
12 
to gain it• member• acceptance. 
Another upect of the indiYidual'ai attitude dnelopment i• ref•rence 
group identification. Here an individual tdentifiee with •ome gro .. ~ to' which 
he may or may not be a mmaber, and tu1ea ita belief sy•teme, attitu4ea or 
ideologiu, u the bui•( .. ) for· hi• beba'rior or att:i-tude ·develiopment. 
A fourth, po••ible buis for an individual'• attitude 't• the source(a) 
of information to which he i• expo•ed. 
Our world ia cmplex, and, therefore, it ie aJ.moe.t impossible for an 
individual to keep up with all the event• that happen daily. 'lbe indi•idual 
muat aeek out information sources to keep him informed. 
11 Ibid,. p. 195. 
12tbid. p. 196. 
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As such then, an individual ha• a choice to make regarding media. 
Be may aeek out those information aourcea which aer.e to reinforce his 
developed belief eyat1a. Or, he may seek out those media which present 
both aides of the iaaue ao that he may evaluate them in order to facilitate 
a rational attitude decision about the event. 
To ex•plify, L. s. Cottrell and SylTia Eberhart (1948) attempted 
to discover something about people's aourcea of infontation about the atoaic 
bomb . Some of ~heir findings are as followe: 
(1) Th• number of aource• of iaformation a pet.on bad was closely 
related to his education and income; (2) people with higher than 
average education and inceme te'nded ·to conaidet magazines their 
most trustworthy sources; (3) the poorly educated tended to truat 
the radio more than the newspapers, vhereu the well-informed trUBted 
them equally ; (4) the radio vaa trusted because it reported the 
news quickly; magazines because ·of their detailed accounts.13 
Today, in addition to newapapers, magazine•, and radio we have the 
technological advantages of television. Through this medium we are not only 
given news reports and new• commentary, but we also are "taken" to the eTent 
that ia being reported ; thereby enabling us to see what is happening. 
Whichever medim the individual chooses to use, each hae its own 
editorial opinion• and biases. Therefore the individual must choose media 
that have attitudes either consonant or dissonant with his belief system. 
Those that are in agreement with my beliefs help to reinforce his attitudes . 
Those media attitudes that are in diaagreement may aa•i•t the individual 
in developing an attitude. 
It will be recalled in the chosen definition of "attitude" two words 
were of particular importance. Tb., were "favorable" and "unfavorable." 
lJ.rbid, p. 189. 
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These, in general, refer to the valence of an attitude; which 1• the degree 
and th• direction of affect attached to the attitude. 
There are many mean• of meuuring attitudea, •ong them are : (1) the 
Guttln&n Scalograa; (2) the paired-comparieoll8 t••t; (3) the equal appearing 
interval• teat; (4) and the Likert scale. The type of meaaurmnent technique 
chosen will depend on what ende the reaearcher deair•• to acccaplieh. In order 
to determine the degreaa of valence toward the war in Viet Nam the reeearcher 
choee the Likert attitude meaeul'911lent technique . It wae chosen becauae it 
locate• an individual ' • attitude on a contlnu\D of affect toward the object 
(Appendix A, page )t). Thie attitude location ie the primary dependent variable 
in the reeearch. 
The researcher felt that the liet of poeaible baaes provided in the 
questionnaire waa broad enough to coyer a niaber of major po .. ibiliti•• 
(Appendix A, page 37). At the aame tia• the cateaonea were broad •DM&h 
ao that the individual reapondent would not have to manufacture reaaone or 
stretch hie imagination to find eome ilinute point or peraonal incide~t to 
eerve aa the atated basis for hi• attitude. Another factor coaeidered in 
the development of poeaible baaea wae that they had to be cloeed-ended 
to facilitate data tabulation. 
Not all people hne attitudes toward all object•, however. Therefore 
another taak facing the I:Uearcher wae ~to "weed out" thoee reapondenta who 
did not have an attitude toward the var. Thie waa accomplished by ulcing 
the reapondent• if they did indeed have an attitu4e toward the var. Tboae 
individuals indicating no identifiable attitude were requeated not to 
COlllPl•t• the rmuinder of the queationnaire. (Appendix A, P•&•36, ~ue•tlon 
31) . 
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Another matter of concern for the reaearch variable, was what the 
reepondent had actually done, in tenH of overt behavior, to support hi• 
attitude toward the var (Appendix A, .pa- Saz.39). :." ..lfhat • · t»ettilotl ·aay•:·he 
does or vhat he ••ys he will do toward an object or nent do•• not neceeearily 
repreeent what the person actually doee. Due to the eise of the population 
and time limitation th• reeurcber wae not able to peraonally view individual 
behavior patterns. Therefore, the reeearcher amt aa•me . that the r••pondents' 
stated actiona are valid and reliable. 
A final mattft of concern for the reeearch waa what "fact•" the 
r .. pondent'• bad learned about the war fr<* .. di.a COYenge. \lhat a per•on 
learna about an object, it will be r•called, will aa•i•t in the development 
of an attitude toward the object in queetion. 
The dependent variabl•• to be meannd, thn, an: (1) ''lc.D091edge" 
about the war; (2) attitude etrength ·and direction; and (3) per•uaat..a 
effort• of the individual (overt behavior). These, then, are the coaponenta 
of an attitude •Y•tem.. But, they are aleo th• COllPOD•Dte of what the 
detail later in thia paper. 
C. Review of the Literature 
The researcher has reyiewed the •ajor prof •••ioaal journals in 
the following field• to deterain• what ha• been don• i• teni. of related 
re•earch: (1) political •ci•nce; (2) aociology; a~d (3) public opinion. 
Th• specific jourual• reviewed were: (1) American lolitical Science Review; 
(2) America'! Sociological Rev1Wi (3) American Journal of Sociology; and 
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(4) Public Opinion quarterly, all of which are in the periodical section 
of Eaetern Illinoia University's Booth Library. Tvo articles of related 
reeearch were found. One wae in the June, 1967 iaaue of the Public Opinion 
~arterly. The other waa in the June, 1967 issue of the American Political 
Science Review. 
The article in the Pu~lic Opinion Quarterly waa entitled "Professors' 
At ti tudea toward the Viet.'.Nam War•" Tea.arched and vri tten by David J. 
14 
Armour, Joseph B. Giaquinta, R. Gordon Mcintosh, and Diana E. ll. Russell. 
Their survey vaa conducted in a large metropolitan area using university and 
college profe$sora in the hWIMlniti•• and the social sciences. Their purpose 
was to determ.ine if university profeesora could be labelled •• more "radical" 
on the topic of the war than the public-at-large. 
From their data they concluded that their professors could not be 
labelled, in any absolute senae, as any more radical toward the war than 
the public-at-large. 
The article in the American Political Science Review was entitled 
"Public Opinion and the Viet Nam War," which was researched and written 
by Sidney Verba, Richard A. Brady, Edwin B. Barker, Norman H. Nie !/ Nelson 
w. Palaby, Paul Ekman, and Gordo~ s. Black.15 Their paper reports the 
14navtd J . Armour, Joseph B. Giaquinta, R. Gordon Mcintosh, and 
Diana E. H. Russel, "Professor•' Attitudes Toward the Viet Nam War." 
Public Opinion Quarterly, Volume XXXI, Number 2, Smmer, 1967, pp. 162-16.5. 
15sidney Verba, Richard A. Brady, Edwin B. Barker, Noman H. Nie, 
Nelson w. Palaby, Paul Ekman, and Gordon s . Black, "Public Opinion and the 
Viet Nam War." American Political Science Review, Volume I.XI, Number 2, 
June, 1967, p. 326. 
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results of a survey of American attitudes toward the war in Viet Nam which 
attempted to research somewhat more deeply into the public's attitudes toward 
the war than have newspaper and co11Dercial polls. 
From their data they determined that the "informed" cannot be said 
to form a diatinct "policy public;" nor could they be aubatantially differ-
entiated from the leas ''vell-infomed." 
Both of the article• were concerned with the attitudes of their 
subjects toward the war in Viet Nam. They were concerned with: (1) attitude 
strength and direction; (2) some "facts" about the war; (3) and with activity 
supporting the attitudes. But neither study attempted to draw the three 
attitude components into a type of involvement system. 
CBAPT!lt II 
THEORY AND HYPOTHESES 
A. Theoretical Framework 
According to Cognitive the0ry man does not ct"eate hia enviromnent, 
nor is he a product of it. Rather, man knows haw to manipulate his environ-
ment for hie own benefit. The model for man in the cognitive approach is 
Homo sapiena because he can think, which is a quality that is not acknowledged 
in several othe:r human motivation theories. 
Man's cognitive world is that world, both social and physical, that 
is relevant to him. Man responds to objects or to other persona in his 
world in ways that they are perceived by him. 
Haw man behaves· is determined by any one or a combination of the 
following possible determinants: (1) his physical and social emrtronmenta; 
(2) his physiological structure; (3) his wants and goals; and (4) by hie 
past experience.17 By being a thinking animal, capable of rational and 
calculated behavior, man can learn about hie world and then act or react 
to it in a manner that is in agreement with his own cognitions. 
Daniel Katz and Ezra Stotland have done extensive work in the field 
of attitude structure and have attempted "to define the structural 
17 Ibid, p. 17-18. 
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characteristics of attitudes, (and) to describe the motivational 
18 proceaa .. related to theae characteristics." Further 
we aaaume an aff ect'ive proc .. s baa energizing properties • • • 
Affect ia accompanied by a 119ural excitation of greater 
intenaity or exte.nsity than that which accompani•• a cognitive 
proceaa. Here, th• person with an attitude which includu a 
behavioral component will need no other motivation than the 
presentation of the attitudinal object or ita ayabol to act 
poaitively or negatively toward the object • • • For attitud .. 
which lack an action orientation or behavioral component, the 
preaentation of th• object will arouse the affective rJocees 
but may not lead to overt behavior toward the object. 
Katz and Stotland then present several attitude types which are 
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based on the ex"tent to which one of the components are atructurally dominant. 
The first, of those represented here, is affective associations. 
The attitudes which ve term affective aasociationa represent 
the apread of affect during the proceaa of aotive aatiaf action 
to objects which happen to be present at the time • • • These 
af fectiva aaaociatione become attitudes only if the individual 
thinks about them sufficiently to evaluate them. If an affective 
aaeociation of thia sort is not salient enouah to perception or 
memory, it will probabl0 not lead to sufficient cognitive activity to become an attitude.2 · 
Thua "a person may have a strong positive or negative affect toward 
an object and at the same time have very little knowledge about it and a 
minimum or no action orientation toward it.1121 
A second attitude type, as presented by tcatz and Stotland, closely 
adheres to the model of rational men who seeka an understanding of his 
18oaniel Katz and !sra Stotland, "A Preliminary Statement to a 
Theory of Attitude Structure and Change." S. Koch (ed.) Psychology: A Study 
of a Science (Vol\IDe 3) Formulations of the Person and the Social Context. 
(New York%McGraw Rill Book Co., 1959); P:-425. - -
19tbid. p. 434. 
20Ibid, p . 435. 
2 lProshansky and Seidenberg , ~ ct t, p. 100. 
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world. This type of attitude is called an intellectualized attitude. 22 
According to Kata and Stotlandt 
belief• about the objects can ••tiefy a etrong need within the 
person, the ne!d to understand the world about him reali•tically 
and coherently 3 • • • Such attitudes tend to be interpreted within 
the cognitive system of the individual. The need for a coherent 
view of the world ~ok•• effort to encompaea aany objects and classes 
of events in a coherent •cheme, provided that the facte offer some 
ba8ia for euch integration. The he&Ty cognitive content of these 
attitudes also makes poeeible many areas of connec~edness so that 
they can be organized into a complex value system. 4 
Thus we see that an intellectualized attitude m.ay "involve extensively 
developed beliefs and feeling• but lack any action tendenciea. 1125 The ideas 
of Katz and Stotland on attitude component• ia here presented because they 
suggest that people have different degrees of attitude involvement toward 
objects or events. 'nlie ia due to the fact that, as previously stated, ttot 
all persona are affected by all events in identical way1. 
To recapitulate, man constantly aeeka to make a meaningful cognitive 
world; he seek.a to understand events and the world in general around him. 
He seeks out information sourcee that are in agreement with bis developed 
belief syatem(s), or those information sources that will help him to better 
un~eratand the world. He then acts or react• to thoae object. that are 
meaningful to him. 
22Lutz and Stotland, ~cit, p. 449. 
2ltbid, p. 4.50. 
24Ibid, p. 451. 
25Proshanaky and Seidenberg, .21?. cit, p. 100. 
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The cognitive model, or theory, then •tatea that aan ia capable of 
rational, calculated action. It impliea that 11.an can •••It out intonation 
•ource• and learn about eventa in order that he may ..... a final attitudinal 
decision about the •ituation. Havner, a probl• with thaort•• in general, 
and a theory on hman aotivation in particular, i• that they can never 
explain all variatiou of, for esaaple, behavior patterns. Theories are 
genaralisationa about attribut .. or charactertetice of phenomena. 
A way to teat a theory is to dwiae a ae.t of hypotheses and research 
procedures to detenain• how close the theory approximates reality. That ia 
what thi• r•• .. rch i• an attempt to do. It ia apecifically deaigned to 
••• what kinda of peraonality cbaracteriatics may motivate an individual 
to become involved in an attitude •Y•tea toval'd the var; and to then determine 
what po••ible kinda of baa•• the individual• have for their attitude i11110lve-
B. Hnotheei• ~ be teated 
To r .. tate the probl911, the research i• 
an attempt through a one-ahot aurvey queationnair• c. -determine 
if there are any significant dif ferencee in personal background 
characteri•tica of the respondent• to account for their different 
degreu of involvement in their attitude ayetem directed toward 
the var in Viet Nmn. 
No two individual.a have the aam• cognitive world•. Therefore, no 
two people will behave in the •am• way•, becauae they hold different values 
and belief eysteru. Since no people will have the eaae cognitions and 
beliefs they will not have the a&11• attitude atrengtha on an ieaue, aucb 
aa the war in Viet Nam. Nor will they have identf.oal bue• for their 
attitude toward the var. 
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The war has been going on for approximately eighteen years in 
te~ of direct u. 6. politico-military involv•ent. It has been the 
topic of much .conc•rn and debat~ over thie period. Aa such, then, the 
war hae been a constant news a.tory .and the object, or target of editorial 
policies by the different .. dia. Approximately forty-eight to forty-nine 
thousand men have been killed theTe; some media report our wounded casualities 
at nearly S00,000 men; and there are approximately 1,618 men classified 
aa Priaoners of War (POW) and/or Miaeing in Action (MIA) • And the war 
threatens to continue. 
Since the war i• eo complex, and becau11e it .1• a Presidential 
election year the researcher f eela that some people will be more concerned 
than others reflected in degre .. . of personal involvement, and, therefore, 
that they will have atroager attitude syat ... directed toward the var than 
thoe• who are leas concerned. 
Ae such, then, the dependent variable• to be meuured are: (1) 
knowledge about the war issue (part of cognition); (2) attitude strength 
and direction, directed toward the war (affect); and (3) the .mount of 
penuaaive efforts conducted by the individual (overt behavior)-. The 
researcher will teet the followiaa hypothuea. 
Hnothesia .!• Males will have etronger attitude syatme directed 
toward the var than females. Thie would be due to the fact that women 
have the multiple roles of wife• mother, and housekeeper which do•• not 
allow them much leisure time, let alone time to conduct in depth neva analysis. 
Hypotheaia II. Tlaoae students in the hiaaniti•• and the aocial 
sciences will have stronger attitude systems directed toward the war than 
thoae students in other academic areas. Thia would be due to the fact that 
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the humani ti•• and the social sciences are, generally, more concerned w1 th 
th• social order in our aociety than are the other academic areas. 
Hypotheai• III. Those persona who belong to established religions 
will have •tronger attitude syetems directed toward the var than those 
people who are unaffiliated with a religio\18 ideology. Thie would be due 
to the fact that the teachings of peace and good will toward men by the 
churches are absent tn those people who are imaf filiated. 
H:rpoth••i• IV. Veterans will have stronger attitude• syetems directed 
toward the war than non-veteran.a. Thi• would be due to the amount and intensity 
of military indoctrination and "Amft"icani•" directed toward those in the 
military that non-veteran.a do not, generally, receive. 
B:rpoth••i• V. Those veterans who were stationed in Southeast Asia 
will have stronger attitude 9Y9tema directed toward the var than those veterans 
who were not stationed in Southeast· Aaia. This would be due to close personal 
involvement with the war, and th• ·'result of seeing the ravages of var in 
general. 
lirpotbe•ia VI. Those people vho are regularly attentive to news 
broadcasts, radio and/or telnision, will have stronger attitude systems 
directed toward the war than those who are not regularly attentive. This 
would, also, be due to result of expoeure to news event• and differing 
attitudee presented. 
Hnotheaie VII. Those people vho sometime• read the magazines, 
journal•, and newspapers presented will have stronger attitude systems 
directed toward the var than thoee who never were exposed to these media. 
Again, this would be due to the amount of news exposure and the different 
attitudes presented, ass\llling that the respondents did read about the war. 
All of bhe media presented are available in Booth Library for anyone to read. 
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Rnotheaia VIII. Those people who have conducted per•onal inquiri .. 
into the history of the war will have stronger attitude •Y•t•• directed 
toward the var than tho•• vbo tta.e not done •o. Bow the inquiriea var• 
conducted wa• not detemined in the ciue•tionnaf.re. However. there are 
•everal po••ibilitiu. It could have been conducted through keeping a 
daily mental record of nws eventa. u preaented on the telntsion or the 
radio. It could have been conducted through the r .. dtna of one of the 
aeYeral boob on the hietot'Y of the var, •om• of which an The Pentgon 
Paper•, Mias ion .!!!. Hanoi, and !!!.!, Eye of ~ DragOD. Or , f iaally, 1 t 
could ha•• been conducted by keeping a daily record of the var•• atory 
in the regular edition• of ntlVapaper• or ntlV• 11agaain ... 
The concepts "knowledge of the war," "attitude •treaath (directed 
toward the var)," and "pereuaaion efforts" are all dapndent •ariablu. 
But, it is expected that they are reciprocally influencing one another aa 
part• of an invol.-ent 91at•. ror example, the more an indindual knave 
about a situation or an eYent, in thia case the war, the atroD&•~ bia 
attitude toward it 11ay be. The attitude •trenath then aay ••rv• •• the 
111.oti•ation to try and perauacla aomeone ala• to your ..a cttAS.tude direction; 
or, in other vord•, the attitude aay serY• u the •tifttt"OJl for o••rt 
behavior. Purther, the individual might then conatantly affk nw infonation 
about the object or eYent to atrengtben, or poeaibly to change hie attitude 
direction and in etrength. Thu9, the expectation i• that the three variables 
will cavary. Yn other vorde, then, the attitude or invol•ement ayst• i• 
a dynaic pTOC.-' 1nvo'1~rta the · ·tbtal P.nonali ty ." 
CHAPTER III 
RESEARCH PROCEDURE 
A. questionnaire Di1tribution .!!!!!, Collection 
The questionnaire waa distributed to the apartment residents over 
the period of April 29 and May 30. The residents were asked to attempt to 
complete the queationnaire in not more than two days. (Several respondents 
told the researcher that it did not take over one-half of an hour to complete 
the entire questionnaire.) 
When the researcher presented himself to each apartment he told 
the residents who he was, what he was doing, and told them of the overall 
purpose of the reeearch, that is, thesis requirements. He did not discuss 
With them the hypotheses to be teated nor the other research techniques 
to be used. If the resident(•) declined to cooperate, the reeearcher 
thanked them and then moved on to the next apartment. 
It waa hoped that the respondents would have the questionnaires 
completed in not more than two days, to be picked up on the evenings of 
May 1 and 2. However, this was not the case. The researcher made many 
rounda of the housing complex picking up queationnairee. On Sunday, 
May 7, the researcher had to atop collection and begin the questionnaire 
coding process. 
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B. Questionnaire Coding 
A total of 290 questionnaires were distributed; of which 247 
were returned; and of these 203 were usable. "Usable" meant that the 
respondents did indicate an attitude toward the war. Thus, there was 
a gross return rate of 85%, and a net return of 70%. Once the collection, 
distribution, and aorting proceaaea were .completed, the next task w~ to 
put the reaponsea to the questionnaire into nl#Derical term.a for computer-
ized atatiatical analyaia. 
A code book was developed (App~ndix B) in which verbal responses 
were given numerical equivalenta. The coded answers were then recorded 
on a sheet of paper with spaces simulating an I.B.M. card. 
After the coding proceaa .was completed the data was punched 
onto the I.B.M. cards for data processing. Thia waa accompliahed over a 
period of several days in the Student Services Building, which houses the 
computer center and key punch machines that are available to the studects. 
C. Variable · Collapsing and Table Construction 
After the questionnaire had been coded and proceaaed to I.B.M. 
'~ ;to j I 
cards, the distribution of variable reaponeea was determined by the use of 
a computer packaged program (NUCROS). 
Thia tabulation process for thirty-nine ~ariablea enabled the 
researcher to deal with those variable categories containing too few 
individual, by eliminating or collapsing these categories for further •nalysis 
in contingency table construction. Fifteen variables were ~liminated for 
further analysis because of insufficient variation in responses. 
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When the process was completed a total of twenty-four variables 
were chosen for analysis; of which there vere eighteen independent variables 
and six dep911dent variablea. The independent variable• choaen for analyais 
are as follova: (1) sex; (2) academic major; (3) veteran atatus; (4) 
veteran etatua and Southeast Aaian duty; (S) religious preference; (6) watching 
television nave broadcasts; (7) listening to radio news broadcasts; (8) total 
of magazines and/or journal• (as presented) sometimes read; (9) total of 
newepapera (as preaented) eometimee read; (10) had the individual conducted 
individual research into the history of the war?; (11) i• the attitude baaed 
on the history of the var?; (12) ie the attitude baaed on media persuasion?; 
(13) is the attitude baaed on the perauaaive effort• of otbera?; (14) i• the 
attitude baaed on peraonal military experience?; (15) is the attitude baaed 
on family experiences, e.g. a ''military family?"; (16) is the attitude 
baaed on having someone known to the respondent killed, wounded or miaaing 
in action?; (17) is the attitude baaed on Federal government support?; 
and (18) ia the attitude baaed on religious convictions? 
The aix dependent variables chosen for analyais are as follows: 
(1) has the respondent participated in face-to-face persuasion efforts, 
to try and change aomeone else's attitude?; (2) baa the respondent ever 
participated in demonstrations about the war?; (3) has the respondent 
ever· signed any petitions about the war?; (4) does the respondent belong 
to any organization that actively supports or oppo••• the war?; (5) the 
respondents score range on the multiple choice test about Viet Nam and the 
war; and (6) the reapondenta score range on the Likert attitude measurement 
technique. The first four dependent variables comprise the behavioral 
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component of the attitude system. The "knowledge" about the war helps 
to represent the reepondent'• cognitione about the war. The respondent'• 
attitude ecore represents the Aff~~tive component in the attitude system. 
Originally there were eight possibilities• of attitude behavior 
in the questionnaire. Since four of the possibilitiee had very few 
respondents in the categories they were eliminated from analyeie, thus 
leaving the four aub-componente indicated above. 
The fir~t three behavioral subcomponente were collapsed into the 
following frequencies: (1) never; (2) once; (3) two to five times; and 
(4) six or more times. Organization embership was dichotomized into 
"Yea" and "No" categories. The scores on the knowledge and attitude teats 
were both dichotomized at the median ecorea. 
CRAPTP.ll IV 
RESULTS or STUDY 
A. Data Analysis 
>.. the data wu analysed it wu predicted that the g81111la co-
efficient valenc .. would be dietributed as the following aatrix indicated: 
Sex 
Academic Major 
Raligioue Affiliation 
Veteran Statue 
Southeut Aeian Duty 
Watching Televieion 
News Broadcuu 
Lie tening to Radio 
News Broadcaats 
Newspaper Reading 
Magazine and Journal 
Reading 
Raaearcb into History 
of t'1• War 
A 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
+ 
+ 
-
B c 
- -
- -
- -
- -
- -
- -
- -
+ + 
+ + 
- -
A - Face-to-face Perauaaion 
D 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
+ 
+ 
-
B - Demonstration Participation 
C - Petition Signing 
D - Or1anization Memberahip 
E - Knowledge 
F - Attitude 
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B 
+ - - Bypotheais I 
+ - - Bypothesia II 
+ - - Hypotheaie III 
+ - - Hypotheeia IV 
+ - - Bypothuis V 
+ -
- Hypotl)esis VI 
+ 
-
-
+ 
- llypotheais VII 
- + 
+ - - Hypothesis VIII 
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If the gamma coefficient had had the appropriate valences as 
indicated on th• preceeding page, the hypothesea would have been proven. 
This is strict adherence to established standards. Then, each independent 
variable would affect each dependent variable, aa teated. 
All hypotheses must be rejected as they are stated because the 
gamma coefficient valencaa are at deviance with the eatablished criteria; 
nor are all of the chi-squares appropriately significant at the .OS level. 
The matrix pattern of the gamma coefficient valences is aa follows: 
Sex 
_Academic Major 
Religious Affiliation 
Veteran Status 
Southeast Asian Duty 
Watcping Television 
. News Broadcast• 
Listening to Radio 
News Broadcasts 
Newspaper Reading 
Magazine and Journal 
Reading 
Reaearch into History 
of the War 
A 
-
-
+ 
-
-
-
-
-
+ 
-
B c 
- -
- -
+ + 
+ -
+ + 
- -
+ + 
+ + 
+ -
- -
A - Face-to-face Persuaaion 
D 
+ 
-
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
-
+ 
B - Demonatration Participation 
C - Petition Signing 
D - Organization M~bership 
E - Knowledge 
F - Attitude 
E p 
- + - Hypothesis I 
- -
- Hypothesis II 
- -
- Hypothesis III 
- + - Hypothesis IV 
- + - Hypothesis V 
I 
I + 
-
- Hypothesis VI 
- -
-
+ 
- ·aypothesis VII 
+ + 
-
+ - Hypothesis VIII 
If all of tH relationehip• .. te•ted had had the valences as 
predicted the bypoth• .. • would have been accepted. The strength of 
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the relationship would then have been indicated by the degree en\Deration. 
A large numerical figure represents a very strong relationship; and 
conversely, a low figure represent• a moderately weak relationship. 
There were no consistent gamma degree strengths. 
The hypotheses were rejected because they did not have the pre-
dicted valences. However, the researcher acknowledges that there were 
relationships that were u predicted among the independent and dependent 
variables. Further analysis into these relationship• ia beyond the scope 
of this research at this time. 
Therefore we can a~ate that the independent variable subcOl!fponents 
and possible attitude baaea do not provide a propensity for dif ferencea 
in attitude system components. 
B. Dependent Variable Covariance 
Another taak . of the research although it vaa not explicitly stated 
as such, was .to determine to what extent each dependent variable, as teated, 
co-varied with. each other; because it was usumed that each attitude 
component, and subcomponents, would be of equal strength, and be mutually 
influencing. A matrix of the expect~d dependent variable gamma coefficient 
valences would be as follows: 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
6 
-
-
+ 
-
-
s 
+ 
+ 
-
-
4 3 2 1 
- + + 
+ + 
-
1 - Face-to-face Per•uaeion 
2 - Demonstration Participation 
3 - Petition Signing 
4 - Organization Membership 
S - Knowledge 
6 - Attitude 
If the dependent variables did co-vary, as predicted, then the 
valences would so indicate. The •trength of the relationship would, as 
in the case of the independent-dependent variable relationships, be in-
dicated by the degree enumeration. The matrix pattern for the dependent 
variable gamma coefficient valences is as follows: 
6 .5 4 3 
1 + + - + 
2 + 
-
+ 
-
3 
-
+ 
-
4 
- + 
5 
-
6 
1 - Face-to-face Persuasion 
2 - Demonatration Participation 
3 - Petition Signing 
4 - Organization Membership 
S ·- Knowledge 
6 - Attitude 
' 
2 
+ 
1 
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Again, if the relationships did have the appropriate valences, and 
the appropriate chi-squares, at the .OS level, then we could have accepted 
an idea that the attitude system components compri.•ed a type of cybernetic 
feedback system process. However, by strict adherence to the established 
criteria, we must reject thi• idea because the valences were not indicated 
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as predicted. However, it alao must be rejected with qualification 
because there are some relationship• that did exist as predicted. Thia, 
too, sugguts poa•ibilitiea for further research, beyond the scope of this 
research project. 
c. Alternative Explanationa 
Stated with each hypoth .. ia ie a possible explanation regarding 
why it might have proven true, if that had been the case. However, since 
all hypotheses were rejected, theae explanationa muat subsequently be 
rejected alao. Therefore,. tbar.- are •everal explanationa as to why the 
residents. in the population a~ied have not become very personally involved 
in the war in Viet Nam. 
The first is that the aultiple roles fulfilled by the population, 
thoae of parents, student(s), provider, do not allow the reapondents 
aatiafactory time to become involved to a very high degree in an attitude 
system directed toward the war in Viet Nam. 
The second may reside in the nature of the war itself. Our nation 
has been fighting in the war for almost two decades, and, as in Korea, 
we have "loat." Also, the war has saturated the media since 1965, and, 
therefore, the people may have become apathetic and, subsequently, " t\Dle 
out" all kinda of news, connentary, or actions of other people to "do 
something" about the war. In other words, then, the war may not be 
sufficiently salient to the individuals for them to develop a strong 
attitude system in their respective cognitive worlds . 
A third possibility may reside in the general feeling of futility 
about trying to persuade someone else to change their ideas or policies 
about the war. It may be felt by the respondents that talking to 
other people, or other similar behavior patterns, e.g. petition signing, 
is useless, because it really doe• very little to help end the war. 
A last possibility may reside in that we, as "~ aapiena," 
have not yet reached a •tate of rational, calculated behavior, as 
Gestalt and CognitiTe social p1ychology auggest. Rather, humans may 
•till behave in reaponae to mnotional atimuli, rather than on the 
basis of rationalism. 
In·, concluaion,· .the ,reaearch quotes Herbert Blumer, 
The coucept of attitude i1 empirically aabiguous. We do· 
not yet have any . set of reliable marks or characteristics 
which enable us to properly identify attitudes in the empirical 
world.we study . ... An attitude is not perceind directly but 
must be pieced together through a process of inference • • • 
We are at a lo•• to know what to reject as not belonging to 
an attitude. ·Not ·knowing what enter• into an attitude (in 
an absolute aenae), we obTioualy lack guidance in aalecting 
the kinds of data needed to identify or to determine an 
attitude.26 
26uerbert Blmer, Symbolic Interactiont Method !.!!!!_Perspective. 
~1'glewood Cliffs, N. J.-: Prentice-Rall, Ihc.-. 1969), p. 91. 
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APPENDIX A 
QUESTIONNAmE 
This questionnaire is concerned with the general area of public opinion and 
propaganda on the issue of the war in Viet Nam. The data from it will be analyzed 
and used for thesis requirements for the degree M.A. in Sociology. You will note 
that no where on the questionnaire or answer sheet provided is there a place for 
your name, to assure the anonymity of your responses. There will be no effort 
made to correlate the number on the questionnaire to your apartment number. 
It should not take you a long time to fill out the questionnaire. When you 
do, please do so in a relaxed atmosphere to help alleviate the possibility of 
erroneous answers. Please keep in mind that the data analysis can only be valid 
if you provide me with truthful, and well thoughtout answers to the questions 
provided. 
Also, on the last part of the questionnaire, please do not consult your 
answers with anyone or use outside material to help answer the questions. In 
that section I want your responses to be "off the top of your head." 
I will collect the questionnaire in two (2) days. 
Thank you. 
1. Sex: Male Female 
-----~ -----~ 
2. Age: 
3. Year in School: Freshman Sophomore Jtmior 
---- ----- ----Senior Graduate Student Not a Student 
----
4. Grade Point Average: (If applicable) 
5. Academic Major: (If applicable) 
6. Are you a Military Veteran (Including Reserves) Yes No 
---
7. If "Yes" to the Above (6) Were you Stationed in Southeast Asia? 
Yes No 
-----
8. Are You a Citizen of the United States? Yes No: 
.. 
9. What is your general political preference, in terms of Independence, 
Conservatism, or Liberalness'# and its Degrees, if any, such as 
Conservative Liberal, Liberal Independent, or Moderate Liberal? 
10. What is Your Religious Preference? 
------------~ 
11. Do You have a Television Set? Yes No 
----- ------~ 
12. Do Your Regularly Watch Television News Broadcasts? Yes 
----No Sometimes Inapplicable (No. T. V. ) 
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13. Do You Regularly Watch Television Special Broadcasts? Yes ~~~~ 
No Sometimes Inapplicable (No. T. V.) 
14. Do you have a Radio? Yes No 
~~~- ------
15. Do You Regularly Listen to the Radio News Broadcasts? Yes 
----No Inapplicable (No Radio) ------
Do you regularly read (When each Issue is Published) any of 
the following Magazines or Journals? 
REGULARLY SOMETIMES NEVER 
16. Foreign Affairs 
17. Time 
18. Newsweek 
19. U.S. News & World Report 
20. Life 
21. The New Republic 
22. The National Review 
Do you regularly read (Daily or at the time of Publication) any of 
the following newspapers? 
23. The Chicago Tribtme 
24. Chicago Today 
25. St. Louis Post-Dispatch 
26. The Chicago Daily News 
27. The New York Times 
28. The Christian Science 
Monitor 
29. The National Observer 
REGULARLY SOMETIMES HE VER 
30. Have you ever conducted your own independent research into the 
political and military history of the war in South Viet Nam1 
Yes No 
-----
31. Do you have a political stand toward the war in Viet Nam? 
Yes No 
-----
.!..~ you answered "No" to the above (31) please do not answer the remainder 
of this questionnaire. 
32. What is your general political standpoint toward the war? 
For Against Uncommitted ~~-----
-3-
The following questions will be concerned with how you reached your 
political standpoint decision toward the Viet Nam war. 
How did you reach your position? 
33. Has your political position toward 
the war ever changed? 
34. If "Yes" to the above (33), How? 
Pro to Con Con to Pro 
- ---Pro to UncoDIIlitted Con to 
Uncommitted Uncorrmitted to 
Pro Unconunitted to Con 
35. Does your position seem to be 
based on knowledge of the 
historiaal development of the 
War? 
---
.~~. .• :' 
36. Does your position seem to be based 
on media persuasion? 
37. Does your position seem to be based 
on the persuasive efforts of people 
you know with whom you have discussed 
the war? 
38. Does your position seem to be based 
on personal military experience? 
(If applicable leave blank) 
39. Does your position seem to be based 
on family experiences, such as a 
'military family?" 
40. Does your position seem to be based 
on emotional experiences, such as 
having someone known to you or close 
to you having been killed, wounded, 
or missing in action? 
41. Does your position seem to be based 
on strict political party affiliation? 
42. Does you position seem to be based 
Yes 
on the absolute support of the Federal 
government irregardless of its political 
affiliation? 
43. Does your position seem to be based 
on your religious affiliation? 
No Partially 
44. Do your perceive your position to be based most strongly on any 
one factor given in 35-43 of this questionnaire? Yes No 
37 
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45. If ''Yes" to the above (44), please indicate which one. If 
"No" to the above, please leave blank. 
46. Do you perceive your position to be based most strongly on any 
combination of the factors given in 35-44 of this questionnaire? 
Yes No 
------
4 7. If "Yes 11 to the above, please rank order them (Use only the two 
or three strongest). If "No" to the above, leave blank. 
The following questions concem political activity toward the war. 
38 
Never Once 2-5 Times 6+times Don't Remember 
48. Have you ev.er directly, 
face-to-face, tried to 
influence someone else's 
political position toward 
the war? 
49 . Have you ever participated 
in public speaking, radio , 
television debates conceming 
the issue of the war in Viet 
Nam? 
SO. Have you ever participated 
in public demonstrations or 
teach-ins regarding the 
issue of the Viet Nam 
War? 
51. Have you ever written any 
books or published any 
articles regardinr, the issue 
of the war in Viet Nam? 
52. Have you ever written any 
public letters, e.g. "letters 
to the editor regarding the 
issue of the war in 
Viet Nam? 
53. Have you ever signed any 
petitions or public adver-
tising the issue of the 
Var in Viet Nam? 
54. Have you every consulted 
with National leaders, e.g. 
the President, U.S. Con-
gressmen, or U. S. Senators, 
regarding the issue of the 
war in Viet Nam? 
-5-
55. Do you belong to any organization that actively support or oppose 
the Viet Nam war effort? Yes No 
-----
56. Which of the above (49-55) do you perceive to be the most effective 
technique of persuasion? (Choose one (1) only) 
57. Which of the above (49-55) do you perceive to be the least effective? 
(choose one (1) only) 
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Please indicate your reaction to the following questions on the continuum indicated. 
58. I suppose that the U.S. Had 
no choice but to continue the 
war effort in Viet Nam. 
59. We should be willing to give 
our allies more money and/or 
materials to continue the war 
effort in Viet Nam . 
60. Withdrawing our troops at this 
times will only make matters 
worse. 
61. The war in Viet Nam might not 
have been the best way to try 
and stop Communism, but it was 
the only thing to do at the 
time. 
62 . Winning the war in Viet Nam 
is absolutely necessary, 
whatever the cost. 
63. We ~re directly protecting the 
U.S. by fighting in Viet Nam. 
64. The reason· we are in Viet Nam 
is to protect the American 
way of life. 
65. The reason that we are in Viet . 
Strongly Strongly 
Agree Afiree Unknown Disagree Disaeree 
Nam is to protect American economic · 
interests only. 
66. It is the duty of the U.S. to 
be a world policema~, especially 
in Southeast Asian affairs . 
67. We have no business whatsoever 
being involved in Vietnamese 
affairs. 
-6-
Please answer the Following Questions on the IBM Sheet Provided with this 
Questionnaire, starting with the Number One. Use a soft-leaded pencil, No. 2, 
and do not make any other marks on the sheet. 
1. What are the respective capitols of North and South Viet Nam? 
1. Hanoi and Saigon 
2. Vientiane and Saigon 
3. Pnom Phenh and Vientiane 
2. What countries border (North and South) Viet Nam? 
1. Cambodia 
2. Laos 
3. Peoples Republic of China 
4. 1 and 2 
5. All of the above 
3. What is the dividing line between North and South Viet Nam? 
1. DMZ 
2. 17th Parallel 
3 . 32nd Parallel 
4. What is the major river in South Viet Nam? 
1. Yangtze 
2. Mekong 
3. Ganghis 
5. Some natural resources in the Southeast Asia area which the U.S. and 
other countries might be interested in are: 
1 . Nuclear materials 
2. ferrous metals 
3. oil 
4. all of the above 
5. None of the above 
6. What is the major North Vietnamese supply route into South Viet Nam? 
1. the peoples highway 
2. Ho Chi Minh Trail 
3. Hanoi-Saigon Highway 
7. What is the North Vietnamese harbor which until the recent offensive the 
U.S. would neither bomb nor mine? 
1. Haiphong 
2 . Natrang 
3 . Cam Rahn Bay 
8. Where is Saigon geographically located within its national boundaries? 
1. Northeast 
2. South Central 
3. Southwest 
4. Southeast 
9. Mass media terms used to denote small isolated comnunities, e.g. My Lai? 
1. Village 
2. Hamlet 
3. Community 
40 
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10. What is the mountainous region North of Saigon? 
1. Central Highlands 
2. Grande Terra 
11 . What is Viet Nam's former name? 
1. In don es ia 
2 . Siam 
3. Indochina 
12. U.S. Politico-military involvement began approximately when: 
1. 1947 
2. 1963 
3. 1954 
13. What is the name of the place where the French met their final major 
military def eat in what is now called Viet Nam? 
1 . Bien Hoa 
2. Can Tho 
3. Dienbienphu 
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14. What are the areas called that have been evacuated of all human inhabitance, 
wherein any moving object/person is assumed to be the (our) enemy, and is 
fired upon as such? 
1. Free Fire Zone 
2. Demilitarized Zone 
3. De-foliated Zone 
15. U.S. South Vietnanese forces have incurred into both Cambodia and Laos. 
What are the respective names for the specific geographical areas of these 
incursions? 
1 . Fishhook and Plain of Jars 
2. Plain of Jars and the Eye of the Needle 
3. Fishhook and Laotian Foothills 
16. Who is Giap? 
1 . Chief peace negotiator in Paris 
2. Conmander of the recent North Vietnamese offensive 
3. Conmander of the South Vietnanese forces at An Loe 
17. What is the former n•e ef the Viet Cong? 
1. Peoples Guerilla.a 
2. Peoples Liberation Amy 
3. Viet Minh 
18. What was the approximate total number of U.S. troop strength in South Viet 
Nan during the height of the fighting? 
1. 500,000 
2. 350,000 
3 . 750,000 
19. What is the name of the 15,000 pound bomb used to clear large land areas? 
1. Blockbuster 
2. Honest John 
3. Daisy Cutter 
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20 . Approximately how many U.S. troops have been killed in action in 
Viet Nam? 
1. 48,000 
2. 25,000 
3. 37,000 
21. Has there ever been a fonnal declaration of war by the U.S. against North 
Viet Nan? 
1. Yes 
2. No 
22. What was the incident that served as the "spark" for U.S. involvement in 
the war? 
1. the murder of our South Vietnamese ambassador 
2. Raving U.S. warships attacked by torpedo boats 
3. the capture of one of the u.s.'s most sophisticated spy ships 
23. What is the 1.c.c. 
1. Internal Concubine Control 
2. International Control Commission 
3. Initial Congressional Concern (Committee) 
24. Mountain tribesmen that are U.S. South Vietnamese allies? 
1. Dani 
2. Tiv 
3. Montagnards 
25. Principle airplane used in bombing raids? 
1. B-52 
2. B-1 
3. B-48 
26. Lt. Calley belonged to which U.S. Anny division? 
1. 1st Infantry 
2. America! 
3. 82nd Airborne 
27. Part of which U.S. naval fleet provides support in South Viet Nam? 
1. 5th 
2. 7th 
3. 8th 
28. Which U.S. World War II battleship was restored and reconmissioned to 
be used for off-shore fire support in Viet Nam? 
1. Texas 
2. New Hampshire 
3. Missouri 
4 . New Jersey 
29. What is the general name applied to Russian-built North Vietnamese 
fighter aircraft? 
1. MIP' s 
2. MIG's 
3. MIK' s 
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30. 196S and alleged 1972 North V1eto81l•aeoffana1vie, term meaning lunar 
ne~ year? 
1. Tet 
2 . Tho 
3 . Lie 
31. Major U.S. Ar.j count•r-1.nsurgencey. uaccmventional warfare force? 
1 . SEALS 
2. Commandoes 
3. Special Forces 
4. Pathfinders 
5. Ai-borne Rangers 
32 . Does the South Vietnamese Army use a <tra~ system? 
1. No 
2 . Yea 
33. Approximately how large is the current atandin& South Vietnamese 
Army? 
1. 750 ,000 
2. 1,000,000 
3. 500,000 
34 . Current U.S. Conmander in South Viet Nam? 
1. Ralph E. Haines, Jr. 
2. Craighton Abrams 
3. Willian C. Westmoreland 
35. Forme r U.S. COlll!lander in South Viet Nam? 
1. Ralph E. Haines, Jr. 
2. Craighton Abrams 
3. Willian C. Westmoreland 
36 . Tetm given to a hole in the ground for the incarceration, and interrogation 
of North Vietnamese troops; used by u.s.-south Vietnamese forces? 
1. PITS 
2. Cages 
3. Tiger Cages 
37 . "Pentagon Papers" were exposed by? 
1 . Richard Faden 
2. Daniel Ellsberg 
3. Leo Marx 
38. What is the principle U.S. infantry weapon used in South Viet Nail? 
1. M-16 rifle 
2. M-14 rifle 
3. M-15 carbine 
39. Which U.S. Army divisions have seen duty in South Viet Nmn? 
1 . 1st (Air mobile) Cavalry, 1s t Infantry 
2. l Ol s t Airborne, Americal , 25th Inf antry 
3. 4th tnfanti-y , 9th Infantry 
4. All of the above 
43 
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40. Principle U.S. Marine Corps base in South Viet Nam? 
1. My Thai 
2. Da Nang 
3. Natrang 
4. Bien Hoa 
41. Term used for resumption of the U.S. bombing raids over North 
Viet Nam? 
1. Protective reaction 
2. Reaction resumption 
42. Nixon tem for letting the South Vietnamese fight their own civil war? 
1. Vietnamization 
2. Self-rule 
3. Hane-rule 
43. Current President of South Viet Nam? 
1. Thieu 
2. Diem 
3. Ky 
44. Former President of the South Viet Nam? 
1. Diem 
2. Parke 
3. Lei 
45. Former North Vietnamese leader? 
1. Chou En-Lai 
2. Ho Chi Minh 
3. Parke 
46. Under whose U.S. Presidential administration did the major U.S. troop 
buildup in Viet Nam take Place? 
1. Eisenhower 
2. Kennedy 
3. Johnson 
47. Some U.S. Secretaries of Defense in the last decade were? 
1. McNamara 
2. Clifford 
3. Laird 
4. 1 and 3 
5. All of the above 
48 . Approximately how many sessions have there been of the Paris peace talks? 
1. 96 2. 148 4. 233 4. 27 
49. Premier U.S . negotiator at the Paris peace talks? 
1. William Porter 
2. Charles Butler 
3. lllat¥lolph Parker 
50. How was the fonner President of South Viet Nam removed from office? 
1. election 
2. Assassination 
3. Coup 
44 
APPENDIX B 
CODI1'G FORM 
APPENDIX B 
CODING !Q!!! 
lfo. Col. 
Used Card Col . Question Reeponae 
3 1-3 I.D. Number 
l 4 Sex 1. Mal• 
2. F•al• 
3. Blank 
2 5-6 Age Actual Age 
1 7 Year in 1. Jre•hman 
School 2. Sophomore 
3. Junior 
4. Senior 
s. Graduate Student 
6. Not a Student 
7. Blank 
l 8 Grade Point 1. Below 1.49 
Average 2. 1.5 - 1.99 
3. 2.0 - 2.49 
4. 2.S - 2.99 
5. 3.0 - 3.49 
6. 3.5 - 4.0 
7. Blank (Inapplicable) 
2 9-10 Academic 01. Social Sciences 
Major 02. Humanities 
03. Education 
04. ROiie Economics 
0.5. Indu•trial Arts (I.Tech) 
06. Phys.Ed. and Recreation 
07. Life Sciences 
08. Physical Sciences 
09. Mathematics 
10. Business 
11. Undecided 
12. Blank 
46 
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1 11 Veteran 1. Yes 
Status 2. No 
3. Blank 
i 12 Southuat 1. Yea 
Aaia Duty 2. No 
3. Blank (Inapplicable) 
1 13 U.S. Citi .. n 1. Yu 
2. No 
3. Blank 
1 14-15 General 01. Liberal Conservative 
Political 02. Moderate Conservative 
Preference 03. Conaervative Conservative 
04. Liberal Independent 
OS. Moderate Independent 
06. Conservative Independent 
07. Liberal Liberal 
08. Moderate Liberal 
09. Conaervative Liberal 
10. Blank 
1 16 Religious 1. Protestant 
Preference 2. Roman Catholic 
3. ..Jeriah 
4. Other 
.5. Unaffiliated 
6. A: theist 
7. Agnostic 
8. Bla'Dk 
1 17 T.V. in 1. Tea · ' 
Home 2. No 
3. Blank 
1 18 T.V. News 1. Yes 
2. No 
l. Sometimes 
4. Inapplicable 
.5. Blank 
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1 19 T.V. 1. Ye• 
Specials 2. No 
3. Sometimes 
4. Inapplicable 
5. Blank 
1 20 Radio in 1. Ye• 
Home 2. No 
3. Blank 
1 21 lladio Wen 1. Yee 
2. 5o 
3. Sometimes 
4. Inapplicable 
s. Blank 
1 22 Foreign 1. Regularly 
Affairs 2. Sometimes 
3. Never 
4. Blank 
1 23 ~ 1. Regularly 
2. Sometimes 
3. Never 
4. Blank 
1 24 Newsveek 1. Regularly 
2. Some times 
3. Never 
4. Blank 
1 25 U.S. News 1. Regularly 
and World 2. Sometimes 
Report 3. Never 
4. Blank 
1 26 Y!!. 1. Regularly 
2. Sometimes 
3. Mn er 
4. Blank 
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1 27 !!!: Republic 1. R.egulatly 
2. Sometimes 
3. Nner 
4. Blank 
1 28 National 1. Regularly 
1.niew 2. Soaetiaea 
3. Ne.er 
4. Blank 
1 29 Total Regular- 1. 1 
ly Read 2. 2 
3. 3 
4. 4 
.5. s 
6. 6 
7. 7 
8. 0 
1 30 Total Some- 1. 1 
Times Read 2. 2 
3. 3 
4. 4 
.5. .5 
6. 6 
7. 7 
8. 0 
1 31 Total Never 1. 1 
Read 2. 2 
3. 3 
4. 4 
5. s 
6. 6 
' 
7. 7 
e. 0 
1 32 Tribune 1. Regularly 
2. Sometime• 
3. Never 
4. Blank 
1 33 Chicago 1. Regularly 
Today 2. Sometimes 
3. Never 
4. Blank 
5Q 
1 34 St. Louie 1. Regularly 
Po•t Diepatch 2. Sometimes 
3. Never 
4. Blank 
1 35 Chicago 1. Regularly 
Daily News 2. Sometimes 
3. Never 
4. Blank 
1 36 New York 1. Regularly 
'td.Jne• 2. Sometimes 
3. Never 
4. Blank 
1 37 Chriatian 1. Regularly 
Science 2. Sometime a 
Monitor 3. Never 
4. Blank 
1 38 National 1. Regularly 
Obaerver 2. Sometit1te11 
3. Nner 
4. Blank 
1 39 Total Regular- 1. 1 
ly Read 2. 2 
3. 3 
4. 4 
5. s 
6. 6 
7. 7 
8. 0 
1 40 Tot•l Some-: 1. 1 
timea Read 2. 2 
3. 3 
-
4. 4 
s. s 
6. 6 
7. 7 
8. 0 
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1 41 Total Never 1. 1 
bad 2. 2 
3. 3 
4. 4 
s. 5 
6. 6 
7. 7 
8. 0 
1 42 Individual 1. Yee 
Research into 2. No 
War 3. Blank 
1 43 Do they have l. Ye• 
an Attitude 2. No 
Toward War 3. Blank 
1 44 General 1. For 
Attitude 2. Against 
Toward War 3. Uncoanitted 
4. Blank 
1 45 Ha Attitude 1. Y• 
Ever Chmged 2. No 
3. Partially 
4. Blank 
1 46 What vaa the 1. Pro to Con 
Change 2. Con to Pro 
3. Pro to UncODDitted 
4. Con to Uncomnitted 
s. Uncomldtted to Pro 
6. Unc018itted to Con 
7. Blank 
8. Inapplicable 
1 47 l• Attitude 1. Yee 
Baaed on Hiet- 2. No 
orical Develop-3. Partially 
ment of the War? 4. Blank 
1 48 Is Attitude 1. Ye• 
Baaed on Media 2. No 
Penuaeion? 3. Partially 
4. Blank 
1 49 Is Attitude 1. Yee 
Based on Ef f- 2. No 
orta of Othere?3. Partially 
4. Blank 
1 .50 Ia Attitude 1. Yee 
Based on 2. No 
Military 3. Partially 
Experience? 4. Blank (Inapplicable) 
1 51 Ia Attitude 1. Yee 
Ba•ed on 2. No 
'•ily 3. Partially 
Experience? 4. Blank 
1 52 Ie Attitude 1. Yee 
Based on 2. No 
F'.llotional 3. Partially 
Experf.encet 4. Blanlc 
{• ;g. kill•d' 
wounded, or 
missing in a~tiou) 
1 .53 Ia Attitude 1. Yea 
Baaed on Polit-2~ No 
ical Party 3. Partially 
Affiliation? 4. Blank 
1 .54 Is Attitude 1. Yee 
Baaed On 2. No 
l!'ederal Govern-3. Partially 
ment Support? 4. Blank 
1 55 Ia Attitude 1. Yee 
Based on 2. No 
Religious 3. Partially 
Preference? 4. Blank 
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1 56 Ia Attitude 1. Ye• 
Bued on Any 2. No 
One Strongest 3. Blank 
Factor? 
1 S1-S8 If Yu. Which 01. 35 
One? 02. 36 
03. 37 
04. 38 
05. 39 
06. 40 
07. 41 
08. 42 
09. 43 
10. Blank 
1 59 Ia Attitude 1. Yee 
Ba•ed on a 2. No 
Combination of 3. Blank 
P'actore? 
1 60 Have you ever 1. Never 
participated 2. Once 
in face-to-face3 . 2-S time• 
pereuasion 4. 6 + times 
effort• regard-S. Don't Rmember 
ing the War? 6. Blank 
1 61 Have you ever 1. Never 
participated 2. Once 
in public 3. 2-S timee 
•peaking re- 4. 6 + times 
garding the s. Don't Remember 
war? 6. Blank 
1 62 Have you ever 1. Never 
participated 2. Once 
in Public · . 3. 2-S times 
Demonstration• 4. 6 + tint•• 
regarding the s. n·on' t remember 
War? 6. Blank 
S4 
1 63 Have you ever 1. Never 
published any 2. Once 
articles or 3. 2-S times 
books rega~ding4. 6 + times 
the War? s. Don't Remember 
6. Blank 
1 64 Have you ever 1. Never 
written public 2. Once~ 
letters about 3. , 2-S times 
the war? 4. 6 + times 
s. Don't Remember 
6. Blank 
l 65 Have you ever 1. Never 
aigned petitions 2.0nce 
regarding the 3. 2-.5 times 
wart 4. 6 + times 
s. Don' t Remember 
6. Blank 
1 66 Have you ever 1. Never 
consulted 2. Once 
national lead- 3. 2-S times 
era regarding 4. 6 + timea 
the war? s. Don't Remember 
6. Blank 
1 67 Total Never 1. 1 
2. 2 
3. 3 
4. 4 
s. s 
6. 6 
7. 7 
8. 0 
1 68 Total Once 1. 1 
2. 2 
3. 3 
4. 4 
s. 5 
6. 6 
7. 7 
8. 0 
5~ 
1 69 Total 2-.5 1. 1 
2. 2 
3. 3 
4. 4 
5. 5 
6. 6 
7. 7 
8. 0 
1 70 Total 6+ 1. 1 
2. 2 
3. 3 
4. 4 
s. 5 
6. 6 
7. 7 
.a. 0 
1 71 Total 1>on't 1. 1 
Remember 2. 2 
3. 3 
4. 4 
5. s 
6. 6 
7. 7 
8. 0 
1 72 Do you belong 1. Yes 
to any organ- 2. No 
ization that 3. Blank 
actively eupp-
orts or opposes 
the war? 
1 73 Most Effective 1. 48 
2. 49 
3. 50 
4. 51 
5. 52 
6 . 53 
7. 54 
8. 55 
9. Blank 
; I 
56' 
l 74 Least Effective 1. 48 
2. 49 
3. so 
4. Jl · 
s. 52 
6. 53 
7. 54 
8. SS 
9. Blank 
l 75 Continue War 1. Strongly Agree 
2. Agree 
3. Unknown 
4. Disagree 
s. Strongly Disagree 
6. 'Blank 
l 76 Willing to . 1. Strongly AgTee 
Give Aid 2. Agree 
3. Unknown 
4. Disagree 
s. Strongly Diaagree 
6. Blank 
1 77 Withdrawal 1. Strongly Agree 
2. Agree 
3. Unknown 
4. Disagree 
5. Strongly Disagree 
6. Blank 
1 78 BLANK 
1 79 BLANK 
1 80 DlJautT.:Yariable 1 
Begin Card II 2 
3 1-3 I.D. Number 
.S.l 
1 4 Only Thing to 1. Strongly Agree 
Do 2. Agree 
3. Unknown 
4. Diaagree 
s. Strongly Dieagree 
6. Blank 
l · 5 Win Whatever 1. Strongly Agree 
Coat 2. Agree 
3. Unk.uevn 
4. Disagree 
5. Strongly Disagree 
6. Blank 
1 6 Directly 1. Strongly Agree 
Protecting 2. Agree 
u. s. 3. Unknown 
4. Disagree 
s. Strongly Disagree 
6. Blank 
1 7 Protect 1. Strongly Agree 
American Way 2. Agree 
of Life 3. Unknown 
4. Disagree 
s. Strongly Disagree 
6. Blank 
1 8 Protecting 1. Strongly Agree 
Economic 2. Agree 
Interests 3. Unknown 
Only 4. Disagree 
s. Strongly Disagree 
6. Blank 
l 9 World 1. Strongly Agree 
Policeman 2. Agree 
3. Unknown 
4. Disagree 
s. Strongly Disagree 
6. Blank 
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, 
1 10 No Business 1. Strongly Agree 
2. Agree 
3. Unknown 
4. Disagree 
5. Strongly Disagree 
6. Blank 
2 11-12 Score Likert Actual Score 
2 13-14 Score Test Actual Score 
2 15-16 Rea cored Actual Score 
Likert 
APPENDIX C 
POPtJLATION CHARACTERISTICS 
Sex 
Male 
Female 
~ 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
APPENDIX C 
POPULATION CHARACTERISTICS 
Respondent Distribution !!z. Sex 
Nmber 
100 
103 
203 
Respondent Distribution !!z.~ 
Number 
3 
12 
37 
48 
37 
23 
13 
10 
9 
4 
3 
0 
60 
Percentage 
49 
51 
Percentage 
2 
6 
18 
24 
18 
11 
6 
s 
4 
2 
1 
30 1 .s 
31 1 .s 
32 0 
33 0 
34 0 
35 2 1 
203 
Range - 18-35 
Average - 22.13 
Respondent Distribution ~ Academic Status 
Statue 
Student 
Non-student 
Blank 
N\l'!lber 
148 
SJ 
2 
203 
Percentage 
73 
26 
. 1 
Respondent Distribution ~ Religious Affiliation 
Status 
Roman Catholic 
Protestant 
Jewish 
Other 
Unaffiliated 
Atheist 
Agnostic 
Blank 
Number 
31 
128 
0 
2 
36 
0 
0 
6 
203 
Percentage 
lS 
63 
1 
18 
2 
61 
'Respondent Distribution~ Veteran Statue 
Veteran 
Non-veteran 
Blank 
Number 
35 
149 
19 
203 
Percentage 
17 
73 
9 
Veteran Status and Southeast Asian Duty 
Status N\lllber Percentage 
Stationed in Southeast Asia 14 40 
Not Stationed in Southeast 
Asia 19 54 
Blank · 2 6 
-35' 
Respondent Distribution J?I. General Political Preference 
Status Number Precentage 
Liberal Conservative 5 2 
Moderate Conservative 18 9 
Conservative Conservative 1 .5 
Liberal Independent 30 15 
Moderate Independent 20 10 
Conservative Independent 7 3 
Liberal Liberal 4 2 
Moderate Liberal 53 26 
Conservative Liberal 49 24 
Blank 16 8 
203 
62 
Raapondent Diatribution ll, Peraoul Inguin ~ the 
Hiatory of~!!!.!_ 
Statua 
Conducted Inquiry 
Did not Conduct Inquiry 
Blank 
Number 
26 
177 
0 
203 
Percentaae 
13 
87 
Re•pondent Distribution !?I. General Attitude Toward the War 
Statua Nmaber Percentage 
For the War 28 14 
Agaiut the War 143 70 
UncOlllllitted 32 16 
203 
. , ,.• 
63 
64 
Respondent Distribution ~ Perceived Attitude Bases 
(With Percentages) 
Ia the attitude baaed on the 
!!!. No PartiallI 
hiatorical development of 
the war? 93 46 63 
(46) (23) (31) 
Ia the attitude baaed on media 
perauaaionf 36 78 88 
(18) (38) (43) 
Ia the attitude baaed on the 
persuasive efforts of otheraf 43 89 71 
(21) (44) (35) 
Is the attitude baaed on 
personal military experience? 20 18 4 
(10) (09) (02) 
Is the attitude based on family 
experiences, e.g. a "military 
family?" 22 172 7 
(11) (85) (03) 
Ia the attitude based on having 
someone known or close to you 
killed, wounded, or miaaing 
in action? 34 135 33 
(17) (67) (16) 
Ia the attitude baaed on political 
party affiliation? 0 192 9 
(95) (4) 
Ia the attitude baaed on Federal 
gov~rnment support? 13 168 21 
(06) (83) (10) 
Ia the attitude baaed on 
religious convictions? 7 168 27 
(03) (83) (13) 
TABLES I - IX 
TABLE SET I 
A'ITITUDE COMPONENTS BY SEX 
OOTH PERCENTAGES) -
~!!!_-Pace Perauaaion 
Sex Never ~ 2-5 Timea 6+ Times Total 
-
Male 28 8 36 20 92 
(30) (9) (39) (22) 
P•ale 46 8 32 7 93 
_:_(.50) 
- (9) (34) (8) 
74 16 68 27 185 
Gamma • -0.364 Chi-square • 10. 868 
Participation in Demoll8trationa 
Sex Never ~ 2-S Timea 6+ Times Total 
Male 76 10 13 1 100 
(76.) (lQ) (13) (01) 
Female 83 9 9 0 101 
_(82) _(9) (9) 
159 19 22 1 201 
Gamma • -0.187 Chi-aquare • 2.083 
Petition Signing 
Sex Never Once 2-5 Timea 6+ Times Total 
Male 47 24 22 4 97 
(49) (2.5) (23) (4) 
Female 63 26 8 2 99 
- (63) _(26) - (8) (2) 
110 50 30 8 196 
Gamma • -0.323 Chi-square • 9.588 
66 
67 
Organisation Membership 
Sex !!!.. No Total 
Male 11 87 98 
(11) (89) 
Female 7 94 101 
_(7) 
- (93)_ 
18 181 199 
Gamma • 0.259 Chi-square • 1.115 
Knowledge 
Sex ~ High Total 
Male 37 63 100 
(37) (63) 
Female 71 31 102 
_(70) _(30) 
108 94 202 
Gamma • -O.S92 Chi-square • 21.S80 
Attitude 
Sex Negative Positive* Total 
Male SS 4S 100 
(SS) (4S) 
Female 52 so 102 
_(51) _(49) 
107 9S 202 
Gamma • 0.081 Chi-square • 0.327 
* These are relative tar. only. The median waa 24, whereas 
"unconnnitted" or middle range on the continum waa 30. Therefore, the 
greater dietribution of acorea was below the ideal middle range, and, 
generally, having a negative attitude toward the var, by the statements 
tested. 
68 
TilLI SET II 
ATI'ITUDE COMPONENTS BY ACADEMIC MAJOR 
00TH PERCiirAGES) 
Face-.!!!,-!!!:!, Perauaaion 
Major Never 
.Qru:!.. 2-5 Times 6+ Times Total 
Humanities and 10 1 13 10 34 
Social Sciences (29) (3) (38) (29) 
Education, Industrial 
Art•, Home Economic•, 18 9 26 s 58 
Physical Education, (31) (16) (45) (9) 
Recreation 
Sciences 7 0 8 5 20 
(35) (40) (25) 
Mathuaatics and Busin••• 13 1 12 s 31 
_(42) _(3) _(39) _(16) 
48 11 59 25 143 
Gamma • -0.111 Chi-equare • 15.264 
Participation !!!. Demonstrations 
Major Never Once 2-5 Times 6+ Times Total 
-
Humanities and 21 7 7 1 36 
Social Sciences (58) (19) (19) (3) 
Education, Industrial 
Arte, Home Econam.tca, 54 7 5 0 66 
Physical Education, (82) (11) (8) 
Recreation 
Sciences 14 3 s 0 22 
(64) (14) (23) 
Mathematics and Business 27 1 4 0 32 
_(84) _(3) _(13) 
116 18 21 1 156 
G8!1111la • -0. 212 Chi-square • 13.970 
69 
Petition Signing 
Major Never Once 2-S Times 6+ Times Total 
Humanitiea and 10 13 11 2 36 
Social Sciences (28) (36) (31) (6) 
Education, Induatrial 
Arts, 'Home !conomica, 37 18 8 1 64 
Physical Education, (.58) (28) (1') (2) 
Recreation 
Sciences 10 6 4 2 22 
(46) (27) (18) (9) 
Mathematica and Buaineaa 16 7 5 1 29 
_(5.5) _(24) _(17) _(3) 
73 44 28 6 151 
Gamma • -0.183 Chi-square • 12.276 
OTganizption Membership 
Major !!!. '• No Total 
Humanities and s 31 36 
Social Sciencea (14) (86) 
Education, Industrial 
Arts·, Home Economics , 4 62 66 
Pbyeical Education, (6) (94) 
Recreation 
Sciences 4 17 21 
(19) (87) 
Mathematica and Business 3 28 31 
_(10) _(90) 
16 138 154 
Gamma • -0.001 Chi-square • 3 • .510 
Knowledge 
Major Low High Total 
Hunanitiea and 11 25 36 
Social Sciences (31) (70) 
Education, Industrial 
Arts, Home Economics, 46 20 66 
Physical Education, O°> (30) 
Recreation. 
' 
·-Sciences 7 15 22 
(32) (68) 
Mathematics and Businees 13 19 32 
_(ltl) _(60) 
77 79 159 
G8rllllla • -0.010 Chi-square • 19.699 
Attitude 
Major Negative Positive Total 
Humanitiea and 19 17 36 
Social Science• (.53) (47) 
Education, Industrial 
Arts, Home Economics, 33 33 66 
Physical Education, (.50) (50) 
Recreation 
Sciences 1.5 7 22 
(68) (32) 
Mathematica and Business 18 14 32 
_(.56) _(44) 
8.5 71 156 
Gamma • -0.096 Chi-square • 2.282 
TABLE SET III 
ATTITUDE COMPONENTS BY ESTABLISHED RELIGION MEMBERSHIP 
(WITH PERCENTAGES) 
Status Never Once 2-5 Times 6+ Timu Total 
Established Religion 
Membership 
No Established Religion 
Membership 
62 15 SS 
(43) (10) (38) 
10 1 12 
_(28) _(3) _(33) 
72 16 67 
Gamma • 0.439 Chi-square • 18.454 
Demonstration Participation 
Statue 
Eetablished Religion 
Membership 
No Established Religion 
Membership 
N9ver 
132 
('83) 
12 
(8) 
2-5 Tiaee 
15 
(9) 
25 ' 5 6 
_(68) _(14) _(16) 
137 17 21 
Gamma• 0.383 Chi-square• 7.712 
Petition Signing 
13 
(9) 
13 
_(36) 
26 
6+ Times 
0 
1 
_(3) 
1 
145 
36 
181 
Total 
159 
37 
196 
Status Never Once 2-S Times 6+ Times Total 
Established Religion 
Membership 
No Established Religion 
Membership 
93 41 17 
(60) (27) (11) 
15 9 11 
-"•2.) _(25) _(31) 
108 50 28 
Ganna • 0.358 Chi-square • 9.411 
4 
(3) 
1 
_(3) 
s 
lSS 
36 
191 
71 
72 
Organization Member•hip 
Status Yes No Total 
Established Religion 15 143 158 
Membership (10) (91) 
No Established Religion 3 34 37 
Membership _(8) _(92) 
18 177 195 
Gamma • 0.086 Chi-square • 0.069 
Knowledae 
Status Low High Total 
Established Religion 91 69 160 
Membership 07) (43) 
No Established Religion 12 25 37 
Membership _(32) 
_(68) 
103 94 197 
G81111la • -0.466 Chi-square • 7.196 
Attitude 
Sta tu• Negative Po•itive Total 
Established Religion 81 79 160 
Membership (51) (49) 
No Established Religion 24 13 37 
Membership _(65) _(35) 
105 92 197 
G81111la • -0.286 Chi-square • 2.448 
73 
TABLE SET IV 
ATrI'l'UD! COMPONENTS BY VETBIAN STATUS 
(rn. PERCENTAGES) 
Face-!!!,-Face Perauaaion 
Status Never Once 2-5 Ti11tes 6+ Timea Total 
Veteran 7 3 10 11 31 
(23) (10) (32) (36) 
Non-Veteran 67 13 58 17 186 
_(43) _(8) _(37) _(11) 
74 16 68 28 217 
Gamma • -0.427 Chi-equare • 13.320 
Demonstration Participation 
Status Never Once 2-5 Tj.mea 6+ Timea Total 
Veteran 28 3 3 0 34 
(82) (9) (9) 
Non-Veteran 132 16 19 1 168 
_(79) _(10) _(11) 
160 19 22 1 202 
Gamma• 0.121 Chi-square • 0.429 
Petition Signing 
Statue Never Q!!s!. 2-5 Times 6+ Time• Total 
Veteran 17 11 s 1 34 
(SO) (32) (15) (3) 
Non-Veteran 94 39 25 s 163 
_(58) _(24) _(15) _(3) 
111 so 30 6 197 
Gamma • -0.097 Chi-aquare • 1.084 
74 
Organisation M81!1bership 
Statue !!!. No Total 
-
Veteran 5 29 34 
(15) (85) 
Non-Veteran 13 153 166 
_(ft _(92) 
18 182 200 
G-.a • 0.340 Chi-•quare • 1.628 
Knowledge 
Statua Low Bish Total 
Veteran 7 27 34 
(21) (79) 
Ron-Veteran 101 68 169 
_(60) _(40) 
108 95 203 
Gamma• -0.703 Chi-square• 17.448 
Attitude 
Status Low High Total 
Veteran 16 18 34 
(47) (53) 
Non-Veteran 92 77 169 
_(54) _(46) 
108 95 203 
Gamma • 0.147 Chi-square • 0.619 
TABLE SBT V 
ATTITUDE COMPONENTS BY VETERAN STATUS AND SOUTHEAST ASIAN DUTY 
-OOTB PERCENTAGES) -
Statue Never Once 2-5 Times 6+ Times Total 
Southeast Asian Duty 
Not Stationed in 
Southeast Asia 
4 
(25) 
5 
_(31) 
9 
2 s 
(13) (31) 
l 5 
_(6) _(31) 
3 10 
Gamma • -0.033 Chi-square • 0 . 444 
Demonatration Participation 
s 
(31) 
s 
_(31) 
10 
16 
16 
32 
Status Never .Q!!!:!. 2-5 Times 6+ Times Total 
Southeast Asian Duty 
Not Stationed in 
Southeast Aaia 
15 0 
(88) 
2 
(12) 
15 3 0 
_(83) _(17) 
30 3 2 
Gamma • 0.111 Chi-square • 4.975 
Petition Signing 
0 17 
0 18 
0 35 
Status Never ~ 2-5 Times 6+ Times Total 
Southeast Asian Duty 
Not Stationed in 
Southeast Asia 
10 4 3 
(59) (24) (18) 
9 6 2 
_{50) _(33) _(ll) 
19 10 5 
Gmmna • 0.129 Chi-square • 1.625 
0 
l 
_(6) 
1 
17 
18 
35 
7.5 . 
Organisation Membership 
Status Yea 
Southeast Asian Duty 3 
(18) 
Not Stationed in Southeaat 2 
Asia _(11) 
5 
Gamma • 0.263 Chi-square • 0.30S 
Status 
Southeast Aaian Duty 
Not Stationed in 
Southeast Aaia 
Knowledge 
Low 
3 
(18) 
4 
_(22) 
7 
Gama • -0.143 Chi-square • 0.114 
Statue 
Southeast Aaian Duty 
Not Stationed in 
Southeaat Aaia 
Attitude 
lfegative 
8 
(47) 
9 
_(50) 
17 
Gamma • -0.059 Chi-square • 0.030 
No 
14 
(82) 
16 
_(89) 
30 
High 
14 
(82) 
14 
_(78) 
28 
Positive 
9 
(53) 
9 
_(50) 
18 
Total 
17 
18 
35 
Total 
17 
18 
35 
Total 
17 
18 
35 
76 
77 
TABLE SET VI 
ATTITUDE COMPONENTS BY TELEVISION AND RADIO NEWS BROADCASTS 
(wt!'H PERCENTAGES) -
!!!:.!.-!!?,-!!!!. Persuasion 
Status Never Once 2-5 Times 6+ Times Total 
Watches Television Neva 44 9 S6 26 135 
(33) (7) ( 42) (19) 
Does Not Watch Television 28 6 12 2 48 
News _(58) _(13) _(2S) _(.4) 
72 15 68 28 183 
G-.a • -0 • .500 Chi-square • 15.293 
Demonstration Participation 
Status Never ~ 2--' Times 6+ Times Total 
Watches Televiaion Neva 109 14 19 7 143 
(76) (l~ (13) ( <D.) 
Does Not Watch Television 48 s 3 0 56 
Neva _(86) _(9) _(S) 
157 19 22 7 199 
Gamma • -0.310 Chi-square • 3.171 
Petition Signing 
Statua Never Once 2-5 Times 6+ Timea Total 
Watches Television Neva 76 38 23 s 142 
(54) (27) (16) (4) 
Does Not Watch Television 34 10 7 1 52 
News _(65) _(19) _(14) _(2) 
110 48 30 6 194 
Gamma • -0.203 Chi-square • 2.315 r \ 
Organiaa tion Mnberehip 
Statu• 'I•• 
Watches Television News 13 
(9) 
Doe• Not Watch Television s 
News _(9) 
18 
Gamma • 0.004 Chi-square • 0.000 
Knowledge 
Status Low 
Watches Television Neva 62 
(43) 
Does Not Watch Television 45 
News _(79) 
107 
!!?. 
129 
(91) 
50 
_(91) 
179 
High 
81 
(57) 
12 
_(21) 
93 
Gamma• -0.661 Chi-square• 20.751 
Attitude 
Statue Negative Positive 
Watches Televi•ion News 76 67 
(53) (47) 
Do•• Not Watch T•levieion 30 27 
News _(53) _(~7) 
106 94 
Gamma • 0.010 Chi-square • 0.004 
Pace-to-Pace Pereuaaion 
Status 
Listens to Radio News 
Doea Not Listen to 
Radio News 
Gamma • -.096 
Never Once 
30 9 
(36) (11) 
39 7 
_(42) _(07) 
69 16 
Chi-square• 1.746 
2-.5 Times 
30 
(36) 
36 
_(38) 
66 
78 
Total 
142 
.55 
197 
Total 
143 
57 
200 
Total 
143 
57 
200 
6+ Times Total 
1.5 84 
(18) 
12 94 
_(13) 
27 . 178 
79 
Demonatration Participation 
Statue Never Once 
-
2-5 Ti-• 6+ Times Total 
Listen• to Radio Nm 77 6 10 · 0 93 
(83) (07) (11) 
Doea Not Liaten to 76 13 11 1 101 
Radio Nen _(75) _(13) _(11) _(01) 
153 19 21 1 194 
G- • 0.197 Cbi-aquare • 3.309 
Petition Signing 
Status Never Once 2-5 Times 6+ Times Total 
Listens to Radio News 56 22 11 2 91 
(62) (24) (13) (02) 
Does Not Listen to 51 27 18 3 99 
Radio Neve _(52) 
_C2J) _(18) _(07) 
107 49 28 5 190 
Gamma • 0.189 Chi-square • 2.301 
Organisation Memberehip 
Status !!!. !!?. Total 
Lia tens to Radio Neve 13 79 92 
(14) (86) 
Does Not Liaten to 5 96 101 
Radio Neva _(05) _(95) 
18 175 193 
Gamma • 0.519 Chi-square• 4.798 
Knowledge 
Status Mm ll1&h. Total 
Listens to Radio Newa 43 so 93 
(46) (54) 
Does Not Liaten to 58 44 102 
Radio News 
_(57) _(43) 
101 94 195 
Gamma • -0.210 Cht-aquare • 2.200 
80 . 
Attitude 
Status Negative Positive Total 
Liatena to Radio Neva 47 46 93 
(.51) (SO) 
Doe• Not Listen to .56 46 102 
Radio Hews _(55) _(45) 
103 92 195 
Gann• • -0.087 Chi-aquare • 0.372 
81 
TABLE SET VII 
ATnTUDE COMPONENTS BY MAGAZINES, JOURNALS AND NEWSPAPERS SOMETIMES READ 
- (WITH PERCENTAGES)- --
Face-~-~ Persuasion 
Status Never Once 2-5 Times 6+ Times Total 
1 - 4 Newapapera 46 11 56 21 134 
Sometimes Read (34) (68) (42) (16) 
5 - 8 Newspapers 28 5 12 7 52 
Some times Read _(54) _(10) _(23) _(14) 
74 16 68 21 186 
Gamma • -0.290 Chi-square • 7.383 
Demonstration Participation 
Status Never Once 2-5 Times 6+ Times Total 
-
1 - 4 Newspapers 113 16 14 0 143 
Sometimes Read (79) (11) (10) 
5 - 8 Newspapers 47 3 8 1 59 
Sometimes Read _(78) _(OS) _(14) _(02) 
160 19 22 1 202 
G9'P'a • 0.021 Chi-aquare • 4.625 
Petition Signing 
Status Never Once 2-5 Times 6+ Times Total 
1 - --4 Newspapers 79 36 21 3 139 
Sometimes Read (57) (26) (15) (02) 
5 - 8 Newspapers 32 14 9 3 58 
Sometimes Read -CS~) -(24) -(16) -(OS) 
111 so 30 6 197 
Gamma • 0.055 Chi-square • 1.295 
Organiution Memb~rship 
Statue 
1 - 4 Newapapera . 
Sometimes Re.d 
J - 8 New8papera 
Sometimes Read . 
14 
(10) 
4 
_(07) 
28 
a .... - 0.180 Chi-•quare • 0.383 
Statue 
1 - 4 Nw•papera 
Sometimes Raad 
5 - 8 New•papere 
Sometime• Read 
Knowledge 
Low 
71 
(50) 
37 
_(62) 
108 
Ganae • -0.240 Chi-square • 2.451 
Status 
1 - 4 Nev•papere 
Sometimes Read 
5 - 8 Newspapers 
Somati .. • Read 
Attitude 
Negative 
78 
(55) 
30 
_(50) 
108 
Gamna • 0.091 Chi-square • 0.351 
129 
(90) 
53 
_(93) 
182 
High 
72 
(50) 
23 
_(38) 
95 
Poaitive 
65 
(45) 
30 
_(SO) 
95 
~-~-~ Persuasion 
Status 
1 - S Magazin-. and 
Journa.ls Sometime• llead 
Never 
64 
(40) 
Once 
14 
(08) 
2-5 Ttau 
59 
(37) 
6 - 8 Magazines and 10 2 9 
Journals Sometime• Read _(39) _{08) _{35) 
74 16 68 
Gamma • 0.065 Chi-aquar• • 0.424 
6+ Times 
23 
(14) 
s 
_(19) 
28 
82 
Total 
143 
57 
200 
Total 
143 
60 
203 
Total 
143 
60 
203 
Total 
160 
26 
186 
83 
Demonstration Participation 
Status Never ~ 2-5 Timea 6+ Times Total 
1 - S Maga•in.. and 136 18 16 1 171 
Journals Someti••• Read (~ (11) (09) (01) 
6 - 8 Maga•ine• and 24 1 6 0 31 
.Journal• SometiMa llead _J_77) _(03) _(19) 
160 19 22 1 202 
Gamma • 0.102 Chi-square • 4.092 
Petition Signing 
Status Never Once 2-S Times 6+ Times Total 
-
1 - 5 Magazines and 90 45 27 5 167 
Journals Sometimes Read (54) (27) (16) (03) 
6 - 8 Magazines and 21 5 3 1 30 
Journals Sometimes Read _(70) _(17) _(10) _(03) 
111 so . 30 6 197 
Gamma • -0.276 Chi-square • 2.875 
Organization Membership 
Status Yea No Total 
1 - 5 Magazines and 14 157 171 
Journals Sometimes Read (08) (92) 
6 - 8 Magazines and 4 25 29 
Journals Sometimes Read _(14) _{86) 
18 182 200 
Gamma • -0.284 Chi-square • 0.951 
Knowledge 
Status Low High Total 
-
1 - 5 Magazines and 93 79 172 
Journals Sometimes Read (54) (46) 
6 - 8 Magazines and 15 16 31 
Journals Sometimes Read _(65) _(52) 
108 95 203 
Ga11111a • 0.113 Chi-square • 0.341 
84 
Attitude 
Status Negative Positive Total 
l - S Magazinea and 92 80 172 
Journals Sometime• Read (54) (47) 
6 - 8 Magazines and 16 15 31 
Journals Sometimes Read _(52) _(49) 
108 95 203 
Gamma • 0.038 Chi-square • 0.037 
85 
TABLB SET VIII 
ATTITUDE COMPONENTS BY INDIVIDUAL RESEARCH INTO HISTORY 01 WAit 
-(Rm! PERCENTAGES) -- - -
!.!£!.-.!2,-!!£!, Perauuion 
Status Never ~ 2-5 Times 6+ Times Total 
Conducted Research 7 0 9 9 25 
(28) (36) (36) 
Did Not Conduct Research 67 16 59 19 161 
_(42) _(10) _(37) _(12) 
74 16 68 28 186 
Gamma • -0.419 Chi-square • 11.913 
Demonstration Participation 
Status Never ~ 2-5 Times 6+ Times Total 
Conducted Research 15 3 7 l 26 
(.58) (12) (27) (04) 
Did Not Conduct Research 145 16 15 0 176 
_(82) _(09) _(09) 
160 19 22 1 202 
Gaau. • -0.546 Chi-aquare • 15.700 
Petition Signing 
Status Nner ~ 2-.5 Timea 6+ Times Total 
Conducted Research 8 7 8 3 26 
(31) (27) (31) (12) 
Did Not Conduct Research 103 43 22 3 171 
_(60) _(25) _(13) _(02) 
111 50 30 6 197 
Gamma • -0.526 Chi-square • 15.349 
86 
Organisation Membership 
Statue Yea No Total 
-
Conducted Research 5 20 25 
(20) (80) 
Did Not Conduct Research 13 162 175 
_(07) _(93) 
18 182 200 
Gamma • 0.514 Chi-square • 4.221 
Knowledge 
Status ~ High Total 
Conducted Research 10 16 26 
(39) (62) 
Did Not Conduct Research 98 79 177 
_(55) _(45) 
108 95 203 
Gama • -0.330 Chi-square • 2.602 
Attitude 
Statue Negative Positive Total 
Conducted Research 14 12 26 
(.54) (46) 
Did Not Conduct Research 94 83 177 
_(53) _(4) 
108 95 203 
Gamma • 0.015 Chi-square • 0.005 
TABLE SET IX 
DEPENDENDBNT VAl.IABLE COVAltIANCE 
(WITH PERCENTAGES) 
~-~-Face Dmnonetration Participation 
Persuasion Never Once 2-S Timee 6+ Times Total 
-
Never 65 s 4 0 74 
(88) (7) (5) 
Once 16 0 0 0 100 
(100) 
2-5 Time• 52 8 8 0 68 
(77) (12) (12) 
6+ Times 13 s 7 1 28 
_(46) _(18) _(32) _(4) 
146 18 21 1 186 
Gamma • 0.543 Chi-square • 30.428 
~-to-!!!:!, Petition Signing 
Persuasion Never ~ 2-5 Times 6+ Times Total 
Never 49 18 s 1 73 
(67) (25) (9) (1) 
Once 13 2 1 0 16 
(81) (13) (6) 
2-S Time• 28 23 11 3 65 
(43) (35) (17) (5) 
6+ Timea 11 4 11 2 28 
_(39) _(14) _(39) _(7) 
101 47 28 6 182 
Gamma• 0.401 Chi-square • 29.476 
87· 
88 
Pace-t~Pace Organisation M .. bership 
Persuasion Yea No Total 
Nner 3 71 74 
(4) (96) 
Once 0 16 16 
(100) 
2-5 Times 8 60 68 
(12) (88) 
6+ Times s 22 27 
_(19) _(82) 
16 169 185 
Gamma • -0.506 Chi-square • 7.657 
J'ace-to-l"aca Knowledge 
Perauaaion ~ High Total 
Never 45 29 74 
(61) (39) 
Once 11 s 16 
(69) (31) 
2-5 Time• 32 36 68 
(47) (53) 
6+ Times 6 22 28 
_(21) _(29) 
94 92 186 
Gamaa • 0.391 Chi-square • 1,.068 
Pace-!!?_-Face Attitude Range 
Perauaaion ~ High Total 
Newr 42 32 74 
(57) (43) 
Once 7 9 16 
(44) (56) 
2-S Times 34 34 68 
(SO) (50) 
6+ Timea 17 11 28 
_(61) _:.(39) 
100 86 186 
Gamma • 0.011 Chi•square ~ 1.844 
89 
DemoDStration Petition Sialdng 
Participation Hner Once 2-S Timea 6+ Timea Total 
-
Never 104 35 16 2 157 
(66) (22) (10) (1) 
Once 4 8 6 0 18 
(22) (44) (33) 
2-5 Times 3 7 7 4 21 
(14) (33) (33) (19) 
6+ Times 0 0 0 1 0 
_(100) 
111 so 30 6 197 
Gamna • 0.407 Chi-square • 53.132 
Demonstration Ogamution Mmlterahip 
Participation !!.!. !!!?. Total 
Never 10 149 159 
(6) (94) 
Once 3 16 19 
(16) (84) 
2-5 Timu 5 16 21 
(24) (76) 
6+ Time8 0 1 l 
_(100) 
18 182 200 
ea... - -0.534 Oii-aquare • 8.218 
Demonatration Knovlege ll•!!!• 
Participation ~ High Total 
Never 89 71 160 
(56) (A4) 
Once 11 8 19 
(58) (42) 
2-5 Times 7 15 22 
(32) (58) 
6+ Times 0 1 1 
_(100) 
107 95 202 
Ganaa • 0.270 Chi-square• 5.715 
Demona tration 
Participation 
Never 
Once 
2-S Timea 
6+ Timea 
82 
(Sl) 
12 
(63) 
12 
(SS) 
1 
_(100) 
107 
Attitude Range 
~ 
78 
(49) 
7 
(37) 
10 
(46) 
0 
9S 
Total 
160 
19 
22 
1 
202 
a .... - -0 . 151 Chi-square • 1.891 
Petition 
Signing 
Never 
Once 
2-S Times 
6+ Time• 
9 
(8) 
3 
(6) 
4 
, (13) 
1 
_(20) 
17 
Organisation Membership 
!!:?_ Total 
101 110 
(102) 
;47 so 
(94) 
' 26 30 
(87) 
4 5 
_(80) 
178 195 
Ga1111a • -0.145 Chi-square • 2.107 
Petition 
Signing 
Never 
Once 
2-5 Times 
6+ Times 
~ 
59 
(53) 
27 
(54) 
lS 
(50) 
2 
_(33) 
103 
Knowledge 
High 
52 
(47) 
23 
(46) 
15 
(50) 
4 
_(67) 
94 
Gamna • 0.059 Chi-square • 1.019 
Total 
111 
so 
30 
197 
90 
91 
Petition Attitude 
Signing Low High Total 
Mever so 61 111 
(45) (55) 
Once 29 21 50 
(58) (42) 
2-S Times 21 9 30 
(70) (30) 
6+ Times 3 3 6 
_(50) _(SO) 
103 94 197 
Gamna • -0. 292 Chi-square• 6.773 
Or&!ni zation Knowledge 
Membership Low High Total 
Yes 7 11 18 
(39) (61) 
No 98 84 182 
_(54) _(46) 
105 95 200 
Gamma • -0.294 Chi-square • 1.469 
Organization Knowledge 
Membership Low High Total 
Yea 10 8 18 
(56) (44) 
No 96 86 182 
_(53) _(47) 
106 94 200 
Gamma • 0.057 Chi-square • 0.052 
Knowledge Attitude 
Low High Total 
Low 54 54 108 
(SO) (SO) 
High 54 41 95 
_(57) _(43) 
108 95 203 
Gamma • -0.137 Chi-square • 0.950 
